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R132move faster than plants. Such
effects may prove to be more
damaging than any local phenological
mismatches.
Is synchrony critical anyway?
If most plants are generalists and
plant–pollinator interactions are diffuse
[17], and/or are variable in time and
space [18], then the pollination
mutualism is likely to be buffered
against climate change. In the recent
flurry of studies, the bees selected, if
truly generalist in terms of effective
pollination, are inherently unlikely to be
tied to the phenology of just one or
a few plants. Hence the vexed question
of generalization and specialization
[17,18] must come to the fore.
Bartomeus et al. [3] deliberately
selected ‘generalist’ bees, and used
plants visited by at least one of these
ten bees (though in about a third of
cases they settled for a plant species
where merely the genus is visited by
at least one of the bees, despite their
own analysis of bees showing that
‘genus’ is poorly explanatory for
recorded variation!). Forrest and
Thomson also used bees designated
as generalist, as have most of the
studies to date. Furthermore, all
studies rely purely on visitation data
and are therefore not necessarily
recording effective pollinators,
a distinction which is almost invariably
skated over but which may be crucial
[19]. Rafferty and Ives wisely used both
generalist and specialist plant species,
and did note that they were using
visitation and not pollination records,
but assumed that visit frequency
would serve as a proxy, though data
from my own research group do not
support this. Hence, all studies to
date may be undermined byover-reliance on suspect ‘pollinator’
records.
Since pollination interactions are also
under threat fromhabitat fragmentation
and from introduced alien species
[2,20], itmaybeprudent to lookurgently
at some more specialist interactions of
native bees and their preferred plants,
where these multiple threats in
combination could be much more
serious. And while existing reports of
relatively limited climate-related
uncoupling effects for flowers and
flower visitors may be transiently
comforting, since we know that
populations and diversity of bees and
other pollinators are in serious decline
we cannot afford to be complacent.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2012.01.009Visuo-Motor Control: When the Brain
Loses Track of the EyesIn single-units studies, neuronal signals are recorded to assess their
significance and, hopefully, their role in controlling behavior. A new study of
neuronal signals associated with eye position helps to explain not only how the
system normally works, but also how it sometimes fails.John Schlag
In a recent issue of Current Biology,
Morris et al. [1] report evidence thatthe sluggishness of perisaccadic
mislocalization in the dark can be
explained by the dynamics of eye
position signals in the dorsal visualsystem. Perisaccadic mislocalization
is a bizarre phenomenon. In the dark,
it occurs if a spot of light is flashed just
as you are making an eye movement
(saccade). Asked to point to the site
where you think you have seen the
flash, it turns out that your pointing is
wrong — not just inaccurate — but
unbelievably wrong, by as much as
70% of the saccade amplitude [2]!
Such a ‘mislocalization’, however,
may be just a laboratory curiosity.
In everyday life, you make several
saccades per second, you blink, but
Dispatch
R133rarely do you mislocalize anything,
even in the dark. Why pay attention
to a strange and rare illusion? Because,
as the British psychologist Richard
Gregory so often said, illusions are
examples of those occasional
instances in science in which some
weakness is revealed in the operation
of a system and where, by researching
the cause of the breakdown, we might
perhaps understand the system better.
Here the system we are dealing with is
the one that generates signals of eye
position.
Let us imagine that you are camping
in the Sierras by a clear night without
moon, and you are looking at the stars.
How do you know which one you are
looking at? None in the center of the
image appears in better focus than the
others. Anyway, why would you care
about knowing where you are looking?
Your brain does because if you want to
gaze to Venus — vaguely perceived
off-center — it needs to estimate the
distance (angle of rotation) to Venus
from where you are looking now.
So: where are you looking? We must
have in our brain some sort of pointer,
something like a virtual cross-hair:
this is the signal provided by the kind
of eye-position cell that Morris et al.
have studied [1].
Position cells are not rare. They exist
not only for the eyes but also for all
the muscles that tonically contract.
When you stand erect, when you raise
your hand and keep it up, there must
be some cells in your nervous system
that discharge continually to maintain
the tonus — these are position cells,
similar in principle to eye-position cells.
Initially, ‘position cells’ were the
concern of motor physiologists.
Eye-position cells were sought for andfound in the brain stem, at the level of
the sixth oculomotor nuclei and the
vestibular nuclei [3]. Motor
physiologists were intrigued by the
origin of this sustained firing: it had to
be triggered but what maintains it?
They postulated the existence of
‘‘integrators’’ and they proposed
possible circuits that could produce
sustained firing [4]. The implicit idea
is that a transient signal — for
example, one able to produce a
saccade — generated by the nervous
system in turn generates a sustained
firing (a position signal), the frequency
of which depends on the amplitude of
the initial trigger.
Brain-stem eye-position cells send
their signals to the oculomotor neurons.
If you happen to listen to a tape
recording of these cells firing while the
subject’seyesexplore theenvironment,
even when there is nothing to be seen,
you hear a succession of clearly distinct
frequencies, resembling musical
notes. And if the eyes pursue
a slowly moving target, the cell firing
is progressively modulated. During
sleep, the firing of these eye position
cells becomes erratic (eventually
bursting during REM sleep). Very likely,
eye position cells also send ‘a copy’
of their signal (called today corollary
discharge or an efference copy) to
the forebrain via the central thalamus.
This is the most probable hypothesis
to account for cortical eye-position
signals.
In frontal, parietal and temporal areas
of the cerebral cortex, cells that carry
solely an eye-position signal have been
found [5] but they are not the most
common type.Most cells carry amixture
of signals. In addition to tonic activity
related to eye position, they havetransient light-sensitive and/or
saccade-related activity [6]. This is
indeed the type of cells used by Morris
et al. [1] for their study. Their cells show
a brief pause (with or without a burst)
during the saccade from the point of
fixation to the target. It is theoriginalityof
the authors to have thought of removing
this transient signal by subtraction in
order to extract the eye-position
component. Thus, they showed that the
transition from one monitored eye
position to the next at the time of the
saccade is erroneously slower and
longer than the actual transition. This
indeedwould explain why ‘the brain lost
track of where the eyes were’ — that is,
the perisaccadic mislocalization.References
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DifferenceDuring Drosophila sensory organ precursor cell development, Numb
segregates asymmetrically and functions as a cell fate determinant. Recent
work now demonstrates in vivo that Numb inactivates Notch by promoting
its endocytosis.Bernd Giebel1 and Andreas Wodarz2
In Drosophila, each larval and adult
external sensory organ consists of fourdifferent cells that are generated from
a single sensory organ precursor (SOP)
cell in a series of asymmetric cell
divisions [1]. Each of these asymmetriccell divisions gives rise to one cell in
which the Notch signaling pathway
becomes activated and one in which
this pathway remains inactive. Notch
itself is expressed in both sibling cells
and the ligands that activate Notch are
presented to both of them. The
difference in Notch signaling activity is
established by a protein called Numb
[2–5]. Numb was found to localize
asymmetrically during the first division
of the SOP and to segregate into only
one of the arising daughter cells, the
pIIb cell, but not into the other one, the
